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Abstract: Conventional magnetic resonance images are usually evaluated using
the image signal contrast between tissues and not based on their absolute signal
intensities. Quantification of tissue parameters, such as relaxation rates and pro-
ton density, would provide an absolute scale; however, thesemethods havemainly
been performed in a research setting. The development of rapid quantification,
with scan times in the order of 6 minutes for full head coverage, has provided
the prerequisites for clinical use. The aim of this review article was to introduce
a specific quantificationmethod and synthesis of contrast-weighted images based
on the acquired absolute values, and to present automatic segmentation of brain
tissues and measurement of myelin based on the quantitative values, along with
application of these techniques to various brain diseases. The entire technique
is referred to as “SyMRI” in this review. SyMRI has shown promising results
in previous studies when used for multiple sclerosis, brain metastases, Sturge-
Weber syndrome, idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus, meningitis, and
postmortem imaging.
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T his review article provides an overview of the QRAPMASTER
(quantification of relaxation times and proton density by multiecho

acquisition of a saturation-recovery using turbo spin-echo readout)
method for tissue relaxometry,1 including synthesis of contrast-
weighted images, automatic segmentation of brain tissues, and mea-
surement of myelin based on the quantitative values acquired. The
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entire technique is referred to as “SyMRI” in this article. Clinical appli-
cations of SyMRI in previous studies are also reviewed. SyMRI now
has regulatory approval in several countries and can be integrated into
a PACS system and used on GE, Philips, and Siemens platforms.

The signal intensity of conventional magnetic resonance (MR)
images depends on many acquisition parameters and MR scanner vari-
ations. Thus, absolute signal intensity has no direct meaning, and eval-
uation of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans mainly involves
comparison with surrounding tissues in the same slice. Absolute quan-
tification of longitudinal relaxation time (T1), transverse relaxation
time (T2), or their inverse relaxation rates (R1 and R2), and proton den-
sity (PD) provides an absolute scale and hence enables a more objective
evaluation of disease. Absolute quantification of tissue properties has
been previously reported for characterization of lesions2,3 and monitor-
ing of treatment.4

The fundamentals of absolute measurement of R15,6 and R27 re-
laxation rates that are currently used were described in the mid-1900s.
Methods for rapid measurement of R18–14 and R2 or R2*13–21 relaxa-
tion rates and PD13,15 have recently been established and performed
in a research setting. Methods for simultaneous measurement of R1,
R2, and PD have also been proposed.22,23 In many cases, the excessive
scan time required for quantitative MRI or high background noise has
hampered its clinical use.13 Development of a new pulse sequence,
known as QRAPMASTER,1 enables simultaneous quantification of
R1, R2, and PD in a scan time of around 6 minutes for full head cover-
age with good accuracy and reproducibility,24 enabling clinical use.

In addition to the practical issues of application of a rapid se-
quence, clinicians have only limited experience in reading absolute
R1, R2, and PD maps and may want to confirm their findings by con-
ventional contrast-weighted images, which increases the total examina-
tion time. This problem can be solved by synthesis of contrast-weighted
images based on the same quantitative values. Synthesis of MRI scans
based on absolute quantitative values also enables formation of consis-
tent images that are free from imperfections in the scanner and varia-
tions in the pulse sequence.25,26 Synthetic images can also be tailored
to each patient for various diseases.27 Synthetic MRI is also very prom-
ising in pediatrics because contrast images can be optimized after the
actual scanning is performed, which is advantageous for visualizing
the developing brain.28

Using quantitative maps as input for automatic segmentation,
algorithms remove issues concerning sensitivity of the coil, inhomoge-
neity in radiofrequency, and differences in contrast throughout the vol-
ume imaged. Automatic segmentation has been reported to be precise
and robust.29–31 Furthermore, automatic segmentation of brain volume,
gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and myelin is expected to be of
increasing value in terms of the clinical workflow.

Magnetic Resonance Quantification
A schematic description of the QRAPMASTER sequence is

shown in Figure 1. This includes 2 phases that are repeated over
complete quantification of tissue parameters. In the first phase, a
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FIGURE 1. Schematic illustration of a single basic block of the QRAPMASTER quantification pulse sequence. Gradients of measurement (Gm),
phase-encoding (Gp), and slice-selection (Gs), and the radiofrequency pulse amplitude over time are shown. One block consists of 2 phases. In the first
phase (saturation), the 120-degree saturation pulse θ is performed on a slice m, followed by subsequent spoiling. In the second phase, an acquisition is
performed on slice n, providing an effective saturation delay time for each specific slice. Typically, 4 delay times are acquired and turbo spin-echo
acquisition consists of 2 echoes. The acquisition uses the 90-degree excitation pulse α and multiple 180-degree refocusing pulses. The acquired k-space
lines can be combined to fewer echoes than the number of refocusing pulses. The spin-echo acquisition can also be accelerated through an echo-planar
imaging technique (GraSE, not depicted).
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slice-selective saturation pulse with flip angle θ acts on a slice m, followed
by spoiling of the signal (“saturation”). In the second phase, a slice-
selective turbo spin-echo acquisition of another slice n (“acquisition”)
is performed, which consists of multiple echoes. By introducing a shift
between slice m and n, a delay is introduced between the saturation and
acquisition of each slice. In this way, a matrix of images is acquired with
different effects of R1 and R2 relaxation. The acquisition can be accel-
erated using an echo-planar imaging technique that acquires several
k-space lines per spin-echo (gradient spin-echo [GRaSE]). However,
acceleration by reconstructing fewer echo images than refocusing
pulses is more commonly used. Typically, 2 echoes are reconstructed
while using 10 or 12 refocusing pulses.

Because this method applies a saturation pulse rather than an in-
version pulse, the starting position of the R1 relaxation curve will be a
function of the B1 field and hence, it is possible to measure the local B1
field at the same time. The estimated B1 field can be used for correction
of the effects of local deviations in flip angle. Based on R1, R2, and B1,
it is possible to extract the unsaturated magnetization (M0), which is
proportional to the PD. Note that QRAPMASTER independently mea-
sures R1 and R2 relaxation rates, which prevents propagation of error
between these 2 parameters. Furthermore, because quantification of
R1 and R2 relaxation rates and PD is performed simultaneously when
using this method, the resulting maps are coregistered (Fig. 2). This is
an advantage over earlier methods of quantification that required sepa-
rate scans for these measurements.14 The sequence is inherently black-
blood, but inflow effects may be so high that flow artifacts may occur,
mainly in the first slices in the neck. A regional saturation pulse can
be added to the QRAPMASTER acquisition to constantly saturate the
inflowing blood to avoid blood flow artifacts.

A spin system simulation of the whole sequence was performed
to correct the nonideal behavior of the slice-selective radiofrequency
pulses on the quantitative values, as well as to relate the observed satu-
ration flip angle θeff to the effective excitation flip angle αeff.

Each quantitative MRI with a QRAPMASTER pulse is per-
formed with a number of combinations of echo times and delay times.
For example, 2 echo times and 4 delay times are used to generate 8 com-
plex images for measuring R1 and R2 relaxation rates in possible phys-
iologic and pathologic ranges with the minimal acquisition time. A least
648 www.investigativeradiology.com
square fit is performed on the signal intensity (I) of these images by
minimizing the following equation:

I ¼ A:PD:exρ −R2TEð Þ 1− 1− cos B1θð Þf g exp −R1TIð Þ− cos B1θð Þ exp −R1TRð Þ
1− cos B1αð Þ cos B1θð Þ exp −R1TRð Þ

The above equation can be used to retrieve longitudinal R1 relaxation
rate, transverse R2 relaxation rate, PD, and the amplitude of the local
radiofrequency B1 field.1 The applied excitation flip angle α and the
saturation flip angle θ are obtained from the scanner. A is an overall
intensity scaling factor that takes into account several elements, including
sensitivity of the coil, amplification of the radiofrequency chain, and
voxel volume.

An interleaved slice order is often used to avoid slice cross-talk
but would lead tovarying error in the R1 curves per slice in quantification
of MRI. Therefore, the slice order of the quantification scan is chosen
linearly so that the error becomes similar for each slice.

Using the QRAPMASTER method, monoexponential decay is
assumed for the R1 and R2 relaxation times and only a limited number
of relaxation data points are used, whereas R1 and R2 relaxation might
be multiexponential under the various microscopic environments en-
countered in vivo.15,32 Therefore, the measured relaxation rates reflect
the dominant component of the relaxation behavior, which may lead
to partial volume errors. The multiexponential effect is particularly
strong at the interface between brain tissue and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF). Furthermore, relaxation of the very short-livedmyelin water will
be mainly invisible using the method. However, a validation study that
used a phantom and healthy volunteers has demonstrated that this
method is sufficiently accurate and reproducible for use in clinical prac-
tice, even with different head coils.24

Quantitative MRI enables direct comparison between brains in
an objective manner because it gives absolute numbers for relaxation
behavior and water content. Quantitative maps of healthy subjects can
be spatially normalized into a standard stereotactic space for producing
maps of normal brain tissue as references, in which differences in the
size and shape of each individual brain can be ignored.33,34 These maps
can be compared with those of another individual or group of people.
Another advantage of this approach is that analysis of atlas-based
© 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.



FIGURE 2. Quantification using SyMRI. The QRAPMASTER acquisition
was applied to retrieve the R1map (left column), R2map, and PDmap.
Based on these maps, conventional (eg, T2-weighted) images can be
synthesized (center column). Furthermore, the R1, R2, and PD maps
provide an absolute scale and hence a robust input to brain segmentation.
An example of one of these segmentations (of myelin) is shown in the
right column. The SyMRI method provides maps that are independent of
the magnetic resonance scanner and hence provide the same result on
all major platforms. For this example, the subject was scanned at 3.0 T on
aGE 750 (A), Siemens Skyra (B), Philips Ingenia (C), and at 1.5 T on aGE
450 W (D), Siemens Aera (E), and Philips Ingenia (F).
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regions of interest (ROIs) can be performed unambiguously instead of
subjectively defining these regions. This also enables automatic detec-
tion of brain pathology by artificial intelligence.

Before development of the QRAPMASTER pulse sequence, tis-
sue relaxometry had been used in studies of patients with diseases such
as epilepsy,35 multiple sclerosis (MS),36–39 Parkinson disease,40 autism,41

and schizophrenia,42 as well as in patients with trauma43 and brain tu-
mors.44,45 Use of SyMRI for evaluation of diseases of the brain will be
discussed later in this review.
Image Synthesis
Radiologists have limited experience in handling absolute R1

and R2 values and PD. Therefore, most radiologists would still want
to make a diagnosis in clinical practice based on conventionally
weighted contrast images rather than quantitative maps. Synthetic
MRI can address this issue. Quantification of R1 and R2 values and
PD can be used to calculate the signal intensity of a pixel by virtually
setting any combination of echo time and repetition time (assume flip
angle α = 90 degrees) to create T1-weighted, T2-weighted, or
PD-weighted images using the following equation1:

S ¼ PD 1− exp −R1TRð Þf g exp −R2TEð Þ
Inversion recovery images, such as fluid-attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR) and short-tau inversion recovery, can also be synthesized by
adding an inversion recovery time (TI) based on the equation:

S ¼ PD 1−2 exp −R1TIð Þ þ exp −R1TRð Þf g exp −R2TEð Þ
Furthermore, a double inversion recovery (DIR)27,46,47 can be synthe-
sized using 2 inversion delay times (TI1 and TI2) according to the
following equation:

S ¼ PD 1−2 exp −R1TI1ð Þ þ 2 exp −R1TI2ð Þ− exp −R1TRð Þf g exp −R2TEð Þ

Synthetic MRI has the potential to diminish the overall MR scan time,
especially whenmultiple contrast-weighted images are needed, which is
often the case in the clinical setting. A shorter scan time can be an
advantage of synthetic MRI, especially in pediatric or noncooperative
patients.48 A long postprocessing time49 has limited the clinical use of
synthetic MRI, but postprocessing now takes less than 1 minute using
SyMRI software (SyntheticMR, Linköping, Sweden).50 At 1.5 T,
although synthetic T1-weighted and T2-weighted images have a
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) similar to that of conventional images,
synthetic FLAIR images have a lower CNR than conventional FLAIR
images, because of the higher noise level of synthetic MRI at 1.5 T.50

However, DIR images that suppress signals from WM and CSF, when
tailored to each patient, have higher CNR than conventional DIR at
3.0 T.27 Several radiologists independently made a diagnosis based on
synthetic and conventional MRI on different occasions for 22 adult50

and 32 pediatric28 patients. As a result, diagnosis based on synthetic
and conventional MRI showed good agreement.

Synthetic T1-weighted and FLAIR images have more parallel
imaging and motion artifacts than conventional images.50 Furthermore,
the surface of the brain is hyperintense on synthetic FLAIR images.27

This artifact is presumably caused by a partial volume effect of brain tis-
sue with CSF. The surface of the brain is even brighter on synthetic DIR
images that suppress signals of WM and CSF. However, this may not be
a large drawback if the existence of this artifact is known in advance of
image reading. In addition, synthetic FLAIR images are sometimes
degraded by basilar artery and CSF pulsation artifacts.30 Other artifacts
affecting synthetic images include chemical-shift displacement, Gibbs
ringing phenomenon along the superior sagittal sinus, and a sinusoidal
intensity difference in the CSF in PD-weighted and T2-weighted
images in the anteroposterior direction.30
www.investigativeradiology.com 649
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Brain Segmentation
Neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer disease,51 vas-

cular dementia,52 and MS,53 are associated with focal and global brain
atrophy. Therefore, estimation of brain volume as a whole and on a tis-
sue basis would contribute to early diagnosis and follow-up of these dis-
eases, as well as comparison with reference groups. A plethora of
methods for brain segmentation has been proposed, most of which work
on conventionalMRI scanswith one54 or more contrast weightings.55,56

Each voxel can be assigned to 1 specific tissue type54,55 or a mixture of
tissue types.56 Because partial volume is common in the brain, allowing
more than 1 tissue in 1 voxel removes the dependence on spatial resolu-
tion, which decreases the imaging time required for high resolution.
Allowing only one tissue type in each voxel may elicit partial volume
errors. However, 2 or more contrast weightings are usually required
to make a multidimensional feature space for calculating tissue frac-
tions. Although conventional contrast-weighted images provide good
anatomic detail, the signal intensity is not absolute and the segmenta-
tion is performed based on differences in contrast between different
tissues, which require provisional filters and normalization of signal
intensities.55,57 However, quantitative MRI results in absolute values
for all tissue properties, which are independent of imperfections intrinsic
to the scanner or variations in the pulse sequence.1

Brain segmentation can be performed based on the quantitative
values measured by the QRAPMASTERmethod (Fig. 3).58 Fully auto-
matic brain segmentation and volumetry is now implemented in SyMRI
software, and the postprocessing time is less than 1 minute, which is
much shorter than the widely used volumetric methods with conven-
tional MRI, such as FreeSurfer, FMRIB Software Library (FSL), or sta-
tistical parametric mapping.30 The SyMRI can be launched in the PACS
system and integrated into the clinical workflow. Normal brain tissues
show a relatively narrow range of R1 and R2 values and PD,59,60

whereas pathological tissues show significantly deviated values.1,61

The measured quantitative values of brain tissues can be used as coor-
dinates in a 3-dimensional feature space, that is, the R1-R2-PD space.
Previously reported quantitative values for WM, GM, and CSF
FIGURE 3. Segmentation results from a healthy volunteer for gray matter (A)
matter/cerebrospinal fluid (D), and myelin (E). Background synthetic T2-weig
intracranial volume.
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measured by SyMRI for healthy controls1 were used to define each
brain tissue, and a numerical Bloch simulation was performed to inves-
tigate R1, R2, and PD for tissue mixtures and their ratio.58 Based on the
simulation, a lookup grid was created for relating tissue partial volumes
to the R1-R2-PD space. Simulation of added noise causes random var-
iations in R1, R2, and PD, resulting in tissue clusters with a finite distri-
bution.62 Voxels within the 95% prediction ellipses of the reference
clusters for each tissue type were categorized as 100% pure tissue. Sim-
ulated pure tissue and partial volume clusters are combined to show
curved bands in the R1-R2-PD space. Between these bands, 95% of
voxels containing WM, GM, and CSF acquired with a simulated sig-
nal-to-noise ratio of 20 are expected to fall. The curves between themean
values of the pure tissue clusters without added noise lie in the midline.

This method calculates tissue fractions in each voxel, whereby
fractions alter in 0.1% increments from 0 to 100. Voxels that were not
categorized as WM, GM, or CSF or mixtures hereof in the grid were
termed non-WM/GM/CSF (NoN). The volume fraction of each tissue
type multiplied by the volume in each voxel was summated to show
the total volumes of WM, GM, CSF, or NoN. The brain parenchymal
volume (BPV) was calculated as the sum of WM, GM, and NoN.

The border of the intracranial volume (ICV) is defined exactly at
a PD of 50%, assuming that the border of the ICV corresponds to the
interface between CSF (PD = 100%) and bone (PD = 0%).29 The
ICV is automatically cut at the base of the skull.63 The ICV corresponds
to the sum of BPV and CSF. The brain parenchymal fraction (BPF) is
calculated as the ratio of BPV to ICV. Automatic quantification of
ICV at 3.0 T performed by SyMRI software was in good agreement
with the reference manual method.29 The processing time was less than
1 minute and much shorter than that of FSL or FreeSurfer. The short
processing time is an obvious advantage for use in clinical practice.

Within-subject coefficients of variation in tissue volumes mea-
sured by this method at 1.5 T for multiple in-plane resolutions and 3
acquisition geometries (axial, sagittal, and coronal) were small.58 This
method also showed excellent repeatability for 2 scans both at 1.5 T63

and at 3.0 T.30 The repeat measurement errors for BPV, ICV, BPF, and
, white matter (B), cerebrospinal fluid (C), non–white matter/gray
hted images are imposed as references. The red lines indicate

© 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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the GM fraction measured by SyMRI at 3.0 Twere significantly lower
than those measured by FreeSurfer, FSL, or SPM.30

It is not sufficient to measure the BPV when evaluating atrophy
of the brain because the ICV varies widely from individual to individual
and it is difficult to determine whether pathological atrophy beyond
age-dependent physiologic atrophy has occurred. Normalizing BPV
with the ICV largely removes size-dependence, making BPF a suitable
measure for assessing brain atrophy. The reference range of BPF strat-
ified by age was investigated by Vågberg et al,64 who compared the
results obtained by 3 automated segmentation methods, that is, SyMRI,
voxel-based morphometry, and SPM, and bymanual segmentation. The
BPF decreased progressively with increasing age using all the volumet-
ric methods; however, of the 3 automated techniques, SyMRI correlated
the most with manual segmentation. The BPF value derived from
SyMRI was not significantly different from that derived using the man-
ual method and was the highest of all the 3 automated methods.

The R1 and R2 values measured depend on the magnetic field
strength, with R1 lower and R2 higher on 3.0 T than on 1.5 T. This ef-
fect depends on tissue architecture and is not necessarily linear. There-
fore, longitudinal studies and patient follow-up by MR volumetry can
be affected by changes in the field strength of the system.65 Therefore,
to compensate for differences in field strength, separate lookup grids
have to be implemented for brain segmentation. Brain segmentation re-
sults on SyMRI performed at 1.5 and 3.0 Twere compared based on dif-
ferent lookup grids.66 Although most of the brain segmentation was
identical between the 2 sets of results and each result had high repeat-
ability, marked regional differences were noted in deep brain structures,
that is, the cerebellum and brain stem. Specifically, these structures had
a propensity to be segmented as WM on 3.0 T. This is presumably be-
cause of deposition of iron, which affects R1 and R2 values.67 Overall,
WM was overestimated, and GM and CSF were underestimated on
3.0 Twhen compared with 1.5 T, with relatively little change in BPV.
Although the present method is promising for application at both field
strengths, these regional differences should be considered when inter-
preting the results obtained when using different field strengths. How-
ever, the present segmentation method could reduce the differences in
volume measurements between 1.5 Tand 3.0 T systems to a greater ex-
tent than that possible with FreeSurfer, SPM, and Bayesian-based
methods for whole brain volumes.66

Warntjes et al63 investigated the effects of gadolinium (Gd) con-
trast on volumetry by SyMRI in patients with MS. The calculated ICV
and CSF values were significantly lower and NoN was significantly
higher in post-Gd than in pre-Gd volumetry. However, these changes
were much smaller than the differences between patients with MS and
controls. Leakage of Gd into brain tissue strongly increases the R1 re-
laxation rate, but no enhancing lesions were detected in the patients
with MS in this study. Therefore, there may have been some amount
of Gd in the capillary network or lymphatic system (the so-called
glymphatic system68) in the brain, which resulted in the change in
tissue properties and thus led to the change in the automated
tissue classification.

Quantitative Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
The results of MR spectroscopy (MRS) are usually presented as

the ratio of metabolite concentrations becauseMRS alone cannot calcu-
late absolute metabolite concentrations. The linear combination model
is a method that analyzes the in vivo MRS signal as a combination of
the complete spectra of metabolites in vitro.69 Although total creatine
is usually used as the internal reference, it varies with age70 and shows
interindividual variation in patients with MS.71 Therefore, absolute
quantification of the metabolite concentration is desirable. By combin-
ing quantitative MRI and MRS using the linear combination model,
absolute metabolite concentrations can be calculated by calibrating
the MRSwith the properties of internal water.70 Thus, this method does
© 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
not need an external phantomwith a knownmetabolite concentration as
a reference as is required by other methods.72,73 Furthermore, tissue
segmentation by SyMRI can correct for the partial volume effects from
CSF in an MRS volume of interest. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
quantification with SyMRI has been used for examining the effect of
aging on each metabolite70 and change in metabolites in patients
with MS.74

Myelin and Edema Model
The content of myelin and edema in the brain can be estimated

from R1, R2, and PD quantified by SyMRI.75 This model assumes 4
compartments in the brain, that is, the myelin partial volume (VMY),
the cellular partial volume (VCL), the free water partial volume
(VFW), and the excess parenchymal water partial volume (VEPW)
(Fig. 4). Of these, only the VMY and VFW can be automatically calcu-
lated in the latest version of the SyMRI software (version 8.0), and
VCL and VEPW are still for research use only. In the diseased brain, de-
creased VMY, indicating decreased myelin, or increased VEPW, indicat-
ing edema, is incorporated into this model. The model postulates that
each compartment has its own R1, R2, and PD and contributes to the
effective R1, R2, and PD of each specific acquisitionvoxel, whereas ex-
changing magnetization with other partial volume compartments. VMY

contains the myelin water and myelin sheaths. VCL contains intracellu-
lar water, extracellular water, and nonmyelin macromolecules. The my-
elin water is trapped between the myelin sheaths and therefore has more
rapid relaxation than intracellular or extracellular water. The more com-
monly calculated myelin water fraction corresponds to PD in the VMY

divided by the PD in VCL and VEPW. The proportionality of the myelin
water fraction to the actual myelin volume has been validated in vitro
and by histopathological examination.76,77 Because of its macromolec-
ular component, VCL has a medium relaxation time that is slower than
for VMY but still faster than VFW. Furthermore, as no distinction can
be made between excess parenchymal water and the parenchymal water
already present in the VCL, the magnetization exchange rate between
VEPW and VCL is infinitely high. The CSF is physically separated from
the brain parenchyma, and hence, there is no net exchange of magneti-
zation between VFW and other partial volume compartments. Brain
quantification maps from a group of healthy controls were spatially nor-
malized and averaged, after which the data were used for Bloch simula-
tion and optimization of the model parameters. Although estimation of
myelination stage is reported to be comparable between conventional
and synthetic MRI scans,48 the myelin volume calculated by this pro-
posed method might improve estimation of the myelination stage.

The total aqueous content of the brain can be calculated and
mapped by combining the PD values for all the 4 partial volume com-
partments. The remaining volume of the brain represents the total
nonaqueous content, which can be attributed to macromolecules.

When VMY is combined with neurite orientation dispersion and
density imaging,78 the axon volume fraction and g-ratio, which is the
ratio of the axon diameter to the external nerve fiber diameter, can also
be calculated.79 Further investigation is required to determine whether
these measures can describe the disease process more specifically than
R1, R2, and PD.

There are many methods that can evaluate the volume of myelin
in a brain other than SyMRI. Some of these are based on magnetization
transfer imaging,80 measurement of multiexponential T2 relaxation
time,81 or the ratio of T1-weighted and T2-weighted images.82 To date,
no study has compared the measurement of myelin by SyMRI with
other methods or histology, and validation studies are still awaited.

Clinical Applications

Multiple Sclerosis
Multiple sclerosis is a demyelinating disorder of the CNS that

usually affects young people. Detection of new or progressing focal
www.investigativeradiology.com 651



FIGURE 4. Myelin segmentation in a patient with multiple sclerosis. Synthetic T2-weighted (A) and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (B) images of an
axial slice of the brain of the patient based on measured R1, R2, and PD maps. Using the same data, the tissue is decomposed into the myelin partial
volume VMY (C), the free water partial volume VFW (D), the cellular partial volume VCL (E), and the excess parenchymal water partial volume VEPW (F). The
red line indicates the intracranial volume.
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lesions is appropriate for diagnosing and evaluating the effects of treat-
ment in MS.83 Synthetic MRI enables detection of more MS plaques
than conventional MRI with comparable or shorter acquisition times.27,30

Double inversion recovery and phase-sensitive inversion recovery
(PSIR) images are known to be useful for detecting MS plaques, es-
pecially those in cortical or mixed WM-GM areas.84 Double inver-
sion recovery suppresses signals from WM and the CSF, increasing
the contrast between lesions and other brain tissues.85 Phase-sensitive
inversion recovery is a T1-weighted inversion recovery (T1IR) se-
quence with phase-sensitive reconstruction that increases the dynamic
range of signal intensity and the tissue contrast by combining the posi-
tive and negative longitudinal magnetization.86 However, DIR and
PSIR images are not acquired routinely because of the limited amount
of time available in the clinical setting. An advantage of synthetic
MRI is that it can create DIR and PSIR in addition to other contrast-
weighted images (Fig. 5).27

Patients with MS have been shown by SyMRI volumetry to have
significantly lower BPF than healthy age-matched controls,31,87 as pre-
vious studies using other methodologies had already shown.88,89 Brain
atrophy is a prognostic factor for future disability,90 and the rate of loss
of brain volume could be reduced by drug treatment.91 Significant lin-
ear relationships between BPF and age, duration of disease, and Ex-
panded Disability Status Scale scores were also observed.31 Patients
with relapsing-remitting MS had a higher BPF than those with second-
ary or primary progressive MS, indicating that patients with relapsing-
remitting disease had less atrophy.31 A previous study reported similar
results.92 As mentioned in another report,89 a higher Expanded Disabil-
ity Status Scale score and a longer disease duration correlated with a
higher degree of atrophy.31

In patients with MS, lesions were mainly categorized as either
NoN or a combination of NoN and CSF in the segmentation images
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on SyMRI.31,58,63 The rims of some lesions were attributed to NoN
and the center parts attributed to CSF, especially the ones that were
hypointense on T1-weighted images.63

For detecting active MS plaques, a Gd-based contrast agent is
generally used to show the breakdown of the blood-brain barrier in
these lesions. However, Gd contrast agents carry a potential risk of
adverse events,93 and deposition of Gd in the brain tissue has also been
confirmed.94 The tissue properties of MS plaques with and without en-
hancement after administration of Gd-based contrast agent were
investigated by Blystad et al95 with the aim of evaluating the possibility
of detecting active lesions without a Gd contrast agent. Before adminis-
tration of a Gd-based contrast agent, enhancing plaques had signifi-
cantly higher R1 and R2 and lower PD than nonenhancing plaques.
An area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.832 for
predicting enhancement was obtained by combining these quantitative
values. Although this value is not satisfactory enough towarrant imme-
diate introduction of this technique into clinical use, it can be an alterna-
tive way of detecting active lesions if a patient has a contraindication to
Gd-based contrast agents.

Although MRI is a sensitive method for detecting MS plaques,
the correlation between number of plaques and disease severity is but
modest. This phenomenon is known as “clinico-radiological para-
dox,”96 and quantitative MRI could be a solution. Quantitative MRI
with the QRAPMASTER method has been used to evaluate patients
with MS.2,3,74,87 Quantitative MRS, which uses internal water for cali-
bration when measuring absolute metabolite concentrations, has dem-
onstrated increased glutamate and glutamine (Glx) in the normal-
appearing WM of patients with MS.74 After categorizing these patients
into typical MS with multiple MS plaques (MRIpos) and atypical MS
with few or no MS plaques (MRIneg), an increase in Glx was found in
both groups. Furthermore, Glx was positively correlated with disease
© 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.



FIGURE 5. Representative slices of synthetic T2-weighted (A), fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (B), T1-weighted (C), proton density-weighted (D),
double inversion recovery (E), and phase-sensitive inversion recovery images in a patient with multiple sclerosis.
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severity, independent of the number of MS plaques. Therefore, Glx
could be an important biomarker of tissue damage in patients with
MS, even in the absence of MS plaques. Increased myo-inositol levels,
indicating increased glia, and decreased N-acetylaspartate and N-
acetylaspartate-glutamate levels, indicating decreased neural tissue,
were observed only in the normal-appearing WM of the MRIpos group.
Quantitative MRI showed decreased R1 and increased PD in the
normal-appearing WM of the MRIneg group when compared with
WM in controls.2 R1 and R2 values in the MRIpos group correlated sig-
nificantly with disease severity. In addition toMS plaques, diffusely ab-
normal signal intensity with fuzzy borders on conventional T2-
weighted images is often found in patients with MS. The signal inten-
sity of this area is higher than that of normal-appearing WM but lower
than that of focal MS plaques. This area is termed diffusely abnormal
WM and is histologically related to axonal loss and decreased myelin.
97 Diffusely abnormal WM showed R1, R2, and PD values that were
significantly different from those for normal-appearing WM; however,
these values were similar in the MRIpos and MRIneg groups. These dif-
fusely abnormal WM values lay in the intermediate range between
those for normal-appearing WM and those for focal MS plaques. After
transforming MRI scans of the brain in patients with MS into a stan-
dardized template, voxel-based analysis was performed to compare
the findings with those obtained in healthy controls.87 Decreased R1
and R2 and increased PDwere observed in widespread areas, especially
in the periventricular WM of patients with MS. Moreover, there was a
strong correlation between changes in these values in the frontal WM
and disease severity. In contrast, although the posterior corpus callosum
was widely affected in patients with MS, it did not show a correlation
with disease severity.

The myelin and edema model discussed earlier has been applied
in patients with MS.3,75 When compared with healthy controls, patients
with MS had a decreased total myelin volume and an increased total
© 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
excess parenchymal water volume.75 When template ROIs were
applied, both GM and WM in patients with MS showed lower VMY

and higher VEPW when compared with healthy controls.75 In terms of
focal MS plaques, this model may differentiate myelin loss and edema,
unlike conventional T2-weighted or FLAIR images, which merely
depict these processes as areas of hyperintensity. ROI analysis revealed
that R1, R2, PD, VMY, and VEPW in normal-appearing WM, periplaque
WM, and plaques were significantly different across these 3 areas, with
periplaque WM showing intermediate values.3 The percentage changes
in these metrics in plaques and periplaque WM relative to normal-
appearing WM were significantly more different from zero for VMY

and VEPW than for R1, R2, and PD.75 Therefore, VMY and VEPW are
potentially more sensitive biomarkers of MS pathology than R1, R2,
and PD.
Brain Metastases
Contrast-enhanced MRI is useful for detecting brain metastases.

T1-weighted images and newly developed T1IR images are the most
widely used sequences for this purpose.98 The ability of synthetic and
conventional MRI to evaluate brain metastases was compared by
Hagiwara et al.99 The lesion-to-WM contrast and CNR were signifi-
cantly higher for synthetic T1IR than for synthetic T1-weighted or con-
ventional T1IR images. More lesions were detected by neuroradiologists
on synthetic T1IR images than on synthetic T1-weighted or conven-
tional T1IR images, although the difference was not statistically signifi-
cant. Synthetic images, which are black-blood imaging, revealed some
metastases that were hidden by flow-related artifacts in conventional
T1IR images. Because synthetic images were not optimized for each
patient in this research, a further study is needed to evaluate the detect-
ability of brain metastases using synthetic MRI after adjusting the
contrast for each patient. Because contrast-enhanced FLAIR can be
www.investigativeradiology.com 653
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created after quantitative MRI, SyMRI is useful for detecting meningeal
carcinomatosis even if it is not suspected before image acquisition
(Fig. 6). Automatic detection of brain metastases may also be possible
by applying the acquired quantitative data after administration of
contrast to the R1-R2-PD grid in the normal brain.

Sturge-Weber Syndrome
Sturge-Weber syndrome (SWS) is a rare neurocutaneous disor-

der that includes facial cutaneous vascular malformation and ipsilateral
leptomeningeal angiomatosis that most often involves the parietal and
occipital lobes.100 Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted and fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) images show leptomeningeal enhancement
on the affected side. Contrast-enhanced synthetic DIR images, which
suppress signals of bone marrow fat and CSF, have demonstrated both
dural and leptomeningeal enhancement.46 Dural angiomatosis in a pa-
tient with SWS has been shown pathologically,101 but dural enhance-
ment has rarely been reported radiologically. Synthetic MRI is useful
for showing dural lesions on DIR images that are not routinely acquired.

Before myelination is complete in the developing brain, the WM
on the affected side in SWS shows relative hypointensity on T2-
weighted imaging when compared with the contralateral side. There
are several explanations for this phenomenon, and “accelerated
myelination” is one of the possibilities.102 SyMRI was applied to a
4-month-old patient with SWS, and the WM on the affected side was
more hypointense on synthetic T2-weighted imaging than on the con-
tralateral side.47 The R1 and R2 of WM were higher and the PD of
the WM was lower on the affected side than on the contralateral side.
DIR imaging that suppresses unmyelinated WM and CSF showed this
“accelerated myelination” area as hyperintensity. Detection of these
WM changes may be useful for early diagnosis of SWS and improve
the prognosis by early initiation of treatment.

Idiopathic Normal Pressure Hydrocephalus
Idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus (iNPH) is a disease

characterized by gait disturbance, cognitive impairment, and urinary
incontinence.103 Enlarged ventricles are observed on MRI and are usu-
ally measured by the Evans Index,104 which is the ratio of the maximum
transverse diameter of the frontal horns of the lateral ventricles to that of
the internal skull. However, after shunting, more than half of patients
who show clinical improvement are found to have little or no change
in this index.105 Therefore, a more sensitive measure of ventricular size
FIGURE 6. Images of a patient with multiple brain metastases and meningeal
recovery (FLAIR) (A) shows meningeal carcinomatosis more clearly than a synt
not acquired routinely in many institutions, and creating a FLAIR image after q
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is required. Manual segmentation is the criterion standard but is time-
consuming and unrealistic for use in daily practice. In a study by
Virhammar et al,106 iNPH was evaluated by quantitative MRI per-
formed before and after lumbar puncture with drainage. After lumbar
puncture, there were significant decreases in the volume of the lateral
ventricles measured by manual segmentation and CSF volume mea-
sured by SyMRI and a significant increase in BPFmeasured by SyMRI.
Cerebrospinal fluid volume and BPF correlated significantly with the
volume of the lateral ventricles. Therefore, BPF and CSF volume mea-
sured by SyMRI may be useful for objective monitoring of the course
of iNPH.

Meningitis
Contrast-enhanced MRI is the imaging method of choice for

evaluation of meningitis.107 Although contrast-enhanced FLAIR is
more sensitive tomeningitis than contrast-enhanced T1-weighted imag-
ing, it is not routinely performed in many institutions.108 Given that
synthetic MRI enables creation of FLAIR images after image acquisi-
tion, synthetic MRI may increase the sensitivity of meningitis.109

Postmortem Imaging
Computed tomography (CT) has been used in many institutions

for postmortem imaging.110 The obvious advantage of CT is its short
acquisition time for 3-dimensional volume data that can be reformatted
in any plane and volume rendered. The major disadvantage of CT for
postmortem purposes is its poor ability to discriminate soft tissues
and internal organs, except for the lungs.111 Although the scanning time
is much longer than that needed for CT, whole-body quantitative MRI
(90 minutes) can also be performed by isovoxel acquisition that enables
reformatting and volume rendering.112 The problem with postmortem
MRI is that the temperature of a cadaver varies substantially depending
on the time lapse between death and image acquisition, and the relaxa-
tion behavior, especially the T1 value, changes accordingly.112 In quan-
titative MRI, correction formulae for relaxation values have been
investigated for cadaver temperatures and established in many body tis-
sues and organs.113–116 After correction for temperature, quantitative
MRI data can be used to create optimum contrast-weighted images in
optimal image planes with better soft tissue discrimination than in CT.
The quantitative values can be projected onto a R1-R2-PD space, which
may enable measurement of absolute deviation of a specific voxel from
normal tissue and automatic detection of pathology (eg, hematoma or
carcinomatosis. Contrast-enhanced synthetic fluid-attenuated inversion
hetic T1-weighted image (B). Contrast-enhanced FLAIR images are
uantitative MRI is an advantage of synthetic MRI.

© 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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infarction) by artificial intelligence. It is also possible to discern various
anatomic structures based on the quantitative data. Correction of ca-
daver temperature to 37°C has been shown to enable better differentia-
tion between types of body fluid (eg, blood and CSF).114 For whole-
body acquisition, the table has to be moved step by step through the
scanner and the images acquired have to be merged. Because of its de-
pendence on PD, postmortemMRImay not be useful for severely mum-
mified corpses117 or for corpses on which adipocere has formed118 but
is still valid for putrefied corpses.112

CONCLUSIONS
Rapid simultaneous acquisition of R1, R2, and PD can now be

performed in about 6 minutes, based on QRAPMASTER pulse se-
quence. The quantitative values can be used for automatic segmenta-
tion, volumetry, and estimation of myelin volume. Any contrast-
weighted image can be created based on these values by virtually setting
the repetition time, echo time, and inversion recovery time. The quality
of the synthetic images is comparable with that of conventional images
except for the synthetic FLAIR image, which is sometimes degraded by
artifacts. SyMRI has been evaluated for MS, brain metastases, SWS,
iNPH, meningitis, and postmortem imaging, with promising results.
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